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Barrel-Aged Imperial Stouts
Barrel Aged B.O.R.I.S.

Parabola

(Bodacious Oatmeal Russian Imperial Stout)

Firestone Walker - Paso Robles, CA
12.5% ABV. 82 IBU. Annual release. Bottles,

Hoppin’ Frog - Akron, OH
9.4% ABV. 60 IBU. Annual release. Bottles,
Made from our B.O.R.I.S. Imperial Stout, that was rated
one of the World’s 50 Best Beers, and won the Gold
Medal at the GABF in 2008. BARREL-AGED B.O.R.I.S. has
picked up rich characters of vanilla, dark fruit, oak, and
spice. It’s unbelievably complex and savory

The Abyss (2011)
Deschutes Brewery - Bend, Oregon
11% ABV. 65 IBU. Limited Seasonal. Bottles, draft.
A deep, dark Imperial Stout, The Abyss has almost immeasurable depth and complexity. Hints of molasses,
licorice and other alluring flavors make it something not
just to quaff, but contemplate. As for the great “drink it
now or let it age” debate, we stand clearly on the fence.
Distinct and delicious on release, the flavors meld and
fuse into an entirely different pleasure a year on.

KBS
(Kentucky Breakfast Stout)
Founders Brewing - Grand Rapids, MI
11.2% ABV. 70 IBU. Spring release. Bottles, draft.
Aged in oak bourbon barrels for one year.
What we’ve got here is an imperial stout brewed with a
massive amount of coffee and chocolates, then caveaged in oak bourbon barrels for an entire year to make
sure wonderful bourbon undertones come through in the
finish. Makes your taste buds squeal with delight.

Hop: Bittering—Zeus; Late Kettle—Hallertau.
Malt:Crisp Maris Otter Pale, Munich, Cara-hell, Carafa,
Dark & Light Crystal, Chocolate, Oats, Roasted Barley.
Parabola has been a major component of past anniversary blends and is one of our most aggressive offerings.
This beer features bold bourbon and tobacco aromas and
a rich dark chocolate, charred oak flavor. Parabola is best
enjoyed in moderation and is a perfect beer to pair with
those chocolate dessert faves.

Berserker
Midnight Sun Brewing - Anchorage, AK
12.7% ABV. 30 IBU. Fall release. Bottles, draft.
Ale brewed with maple syrup & molasses and aged in oak
bourbon barrels
Vicious and viscous, this menacing brew pours opaque
black with a creamy maduro-colored head. Its aroma offers seductive whiskey, chewy wine, dark fruit and lavish
tobacco. This imperial Stout invades your taste buds with
in-your-face flavor. Berserker is out-of-control.

Bourbon County Brand Stout
Goose Island - Chicago, IL
15% ABV. 60 IBU. Winter release. Bottles, draft.
Hops: Willamette.
Malt: 2-Row, Munich, Chocolate, Caramel, Roast Barley,
Debittered Black
Aged in bourbon barrels for one year.
Brewed in honor of the 1000th batch at our original Clybourn brewpub. A liquid as dark and dense as a black hole
with thick foam the color of a bourbon barrel. The nose is
an intense mix of charred oak, chocolate, vanilla, caramel
and smoke. One sip has more flavor than your average
case of beer.

